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Inflation: Concessions, Not Conclusions  

 

 
“Patience you must have, my young Padawan.”- Master Yoda, Star Wars 
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Wider signs of abating cost-push forces and China’s producer price disinflation, could under narrow 
circumstances justify exuberance from faster than expected deceleration in US inflation. But this is a hasty 
exaggeration of encouraging inflation dynamics. Our sense is central banks, especially the Fed, will 
emphasize that more work (tightening) is needed. Especially given vulnerabilities to fresh price shocks, 
sticky inflation and second-round effects. And they don’t need Master Yoda to remind them that patience 
on restrictive policy (to take effect) is required. 
 
Encouraging Signs of Dis-inflation  
Faster than expected deceleration in US inflation, which incited exuberance about a Fed pivot, appears 
to validate earlier signs of diminishing cost-push forces. For one thing, global cost-push proxy (Top 
Chart), suggested a distinct inflection lower for inflation (based on upstream commodity and freight cost) 
but China’s producer price inflation details (Lower Charts) also square with China exporting dis-
inflation in manufactured goods. Apart from corroborating the case for diminishing global cost push 
pressures, the evidence also stacks in favour of encouraging signs of dis-inflation in the pipeline.  
 
A Concession by Inflation (and Policy) Risks  
Clearly, the confluence of dissipating upstream cost push forces (both commodities and freight/transport) 
along with dis-inflation exported by the “factory of the world” mark a concession on the part of 
inflation risks that currently dominating the global economic narrative. In fact, all else equal, the evidence 
on dissipating global cost-push and dis-inflationary producer-to-manufacturer inflation suggest a 
distinct and sharper pullback in global inflation down the road.  
 
But Not a (Hasty) Conclusion of Risks  
But it is far too hasty to declare a decisive conclusion to inflation risks. Fact is, encouraging signs of 
inflation conceding ground is based on predominantly goods dis-inflation along a smooth glide path 
along favourable base effects. Whereas, dangers of fresh inflation shocks and/or persistence of price 
pressures have not been fully accounted for.  
 
Specifically; i) vulnerabilities to further price shocks (especially given precarious geo-political risks); ii) 
inflation stickiness from “long-memory” transmission of energy, food and wider inflationary cascade, and; 
iii) second(/third/fourth)-round effects feeding back to entrench inflation are clear risks that central 
banks cannot afford to be dismissive about. In fact, we expect the Fed to emphasize that more 
tightening is required and restrictive policies may need to be sustained regardless. In other words, a 
higher peak, and persistence to the tightening.  
  
High(er) Bar to Establish Sufficiently Low Inflation  
And so, our suspicion is that there is a higher bar for central banks to derive comfort that underlying 
inflation is sufficiently low. Simply put, recent inflation peak/decline is a welcome concession to calibrate 
policy tightening, not a conclusion of inflation risks that make way for a sharp pivot. At least not until 
the decline in inflation is sustained and significantly closer to longer-term inflation target. Whereas, 
initial dis-inflation is not just welcome, but arguably expected even as base effects turn favourable.  
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